CONGRESS TO STRENGTHEN THE NAVY

WILL BUILD THE LARGEST OF WARSHIPS

Uncle Sam to Construct the George Washington in One Year.

In addition to this the Senate passes the bill providing for two more regiments to man Coast defenses.

HOW SPAIN BUTCHERED AMERICANS

Story of the Revolting Massacre in Cuba Retold.

Alex Matheson describes the "Virginian Affair" and the popular clamor at that time for war against Spain.

The present state of military affairs in Cuba is a sad one. Our men are suffering there and are not being supplied with what they need. The Spanish people are carrying on a cruel war and the American people are demanding a prompt and decisive solution of the dispute.

The Senate has passed a bill providing for the creation of two more regiments to man the coast defenses of the United States.

COMMODORE PHILIP HICHLIN, U. S. N., Chief of the Bureau of Construction and Repair, who will have charge of the building of the proposed battleship George Washington.

REGULARS ARE READY FOR WAR

Brave Boys in Blue Want a Brush With the Spaniards.

Work of strengthening the harbor defenses goes steadily on.

The bill was passed by the Senate, and all that remains is for the President to sign it. It is understood that the President will sign it.

In the meantime, the regulars are ready for war. They are anxious to have a brush with the Spaniards, and they are ready to go at any time.

There is a prospect that an angel might have been sent to the Senate to announce the bill.
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The government has made arrangements for the building of a new battleship, the George Washington. It is understood that the President will direct that this ship be built as soon as possible.
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